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Hey Lisa, your call with Independence Health Care will start in 10 min.
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I'm still at work. How about 6:00?
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Conversational Outreach Platform
With human-like AI-powered SMS, scheduled calling and voicemail messages, Drips helps big brands drive 1:1 conversations at scale during the most critical moments in the consumer journey.
Learn More Now
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See the impact of Drips member onboarding campaigns for healthcare
Download PDF

Our Solution
Our Technology and People Make the Difference
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Real Conversations at Scale
Consumers will no longer settle for one-way push outreach — they want real conversations. Drips’ conversational outreach platform has over 1,000,000 engagements per day, holding personalized interactions that can last for weeks without client-side resources. Brands are seeing improved performance and a better experience throughout the customer journey.
Learn More
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Our Experts Make It Easy
With Drips, you don't just get a tool, you get a team. Our conversational outreach experts include everyone from campaign architects, delivery engineers, industry-specific subject matter experts, and client success managers who are driven to help you achieve your unique business objectives.
Learn More
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Keep Your Brand Safe
Drips works with big brands in some of the most highly regulated industries, so we have a deep understanding of phone and SMS compliance. We will work with your team to do a thoughtful and thorough discovery of how you can leverage a conversational outreach strategy while following industry best practices.
Learn More


Schedule a Demo

It’s All About How You Say It™
Legacy approaches are expensive and are causing consumers to ignore push outreach. Drips is a platform made for companies that care about thoughtfully communicating with their audience.
Schedule a Demo
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